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Giving you a simple and efficient solution to your Real Estate needs

AUTUMN IS HERE
Well, with the wet summer gone and the colorful leaves falling in our yards, we
need to prepare for the colder winter months. There are a few things that you
will want to do to ensure a warm, cozy and safe winter.
FURNACE FILTERS

EXTERIOR HOSES

Our need for heat during the winter

If you have exterior hoses, be sure to

months is paramount. You want to

shut off the water supply to them

ensure you do all you can to keep

(found inside the house). Once you

your furnace running smoothly. Now

shut it off, drain the hose of all

is the time to change out your

water. This will prevent the pipes

furnace filter. A clogged furnace

from freezing and causing water

filter can cause a furnace to shut

damage.

off. Dirty filters are the most
common cause of furnace problems.
Dust and dirt restrict airflow—and if
the filter gets too clogged, the heat
exchanger will overheat and shut off
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too quickly, and your house won't
warm up. It should be changed
every 2 to 3 months.

Choosing the filter for the
season

Damage from frozen pipes can
extend well into the home
Replace your thermostat batteries to
keep it running smoothly this winter.

How to turn off outside water

How to change batteries in
thermostat

DOG OWNERS
The cold winter temperatures make
cleaning up after our pups a job that

SHOVELING YOUR WALKS

nobody wants to do and leaving it

For those of you that are not in

means for a big mess in the

apartments, and have sidewalks to

spring. Don't fret, we have some

your house or townhome, it is the

GREAT news for you!

tenant's responsibility to keep those

We have partnered with K9

walks cleared in the winter months.

CLEANUP PET WASTE which

The city can, and will fine you if they

means they will extend a 10%

are not kept clear. Be sure not to

discount to any of our tenants for

transfer the snow to the roadways.

weekly cleaning! The more of our
tenants that use their services will
mean a better discount. Up to 25%!
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Their regular rates are great to start
with and so this means even better
ones for all of YOU! Click on their
name in this article to visit their
website and see for yourself, then
give them a call, tell them you are a
Realty Canada tenant and get
started today!

Shoveling snow can cause strain to
muscles, be sure to shovel correctly
to avoid this.

More Info

CHECK EXTERIOR PLUG INS
Before the bitter cold hits, check all

CONNECT EXTERIOR SUMP

of your exterior plug ins to ensure

PUMP HOSE

that they are all in good working

For those of you that have exterior

order. Best way is to test them with a

sump pump hoses, now is the time

blow dryer.

to reconnect them.

KEEP WINDOWS CLOSED
If you are in an apartment, your heat
is most likely provided by radiant
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heaters. This means you need to
keep the area around them free of
obstruction to allow the heat to flow
through your home. It also means
that having open windows can cause
these pipes to freeze. If this
This will keep the water away from

happens it can cause very costly

the foundation of your home.

damages, which you will be
responsible for.

AWAY FOR VACATION
If you are away for more than two
days, it is best to turn off your inside
water supply to avoid any potential
damages. *Note: If you have a boiler
heating your home, this does not
apply to you. Contact your property
You just had to open that window

manager if you are unsure.

didn't you Karen?!

More Info

Turning your hot water tank to
vacation is also recommended

Shutting off main water supply
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Keep us updated!
Be sure to contact your Property Manager with any issues that need to be attended to.
Log into the Tenant portal from our Website: www.realtycan.com and start a conversation with your PM
or call the Office: 780-434-2222
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